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• Abstract (300 words):
The paper explores the agency of small-scale tactical physical interventions in the imagination, development and implementation of alternative socio-ecological futures in post-disaster communities, and models ‘critical spatial practices’ that are capable of developing viable alternatives to the capital-hegemonial-colonial processes of redevelopment.

The post- Hurricane Katrina recovery of the Lower 9th Ward in New Orleans, a community characterized by a long history of systematic discrimination and equally long tradition of resistance, exemplifies the struggle of marginalized communities in the context of social and environmental injustices revealed and exacerbated by disasters. The author and his students, in a multi-year cooperation with local communities, conceived and built a small, tactical and critical intervention that physically located the discourses on how to live in an environment characterized by recurring threats
originating in the interaction of cultural and natural systems. It was exceptionally successful in creating the only public space and "forum" in the Lower 9th Ward that allowed subaltern publics to assert themselves.

It catalyzed the development of identity and self-assertion of a traumatized community, facilitating its successful resistance against the dominant strategies of neo-liberal, growth-oriented urban redevelopment and centralized flood control. It empowered the Lower 9th Ward to assert its 'right to the city', and to participate in the discourses on its own future by modeling new socio-ecological assemblages, suggesting a prominent role for spatial tactics based in local traditions of spatial and spatialized resistance, whose success is located in what Hou (2010) labels “insurgent planning (...) purposeful actions that aim to disrupt the domineering relationships of oppressors to the oppressed, and destabilize such a status quo through consciousness of the past and imagination of alternative futures.” These critical spatial practices transcend the prevalent neoliberal rhetorics of sustainability and resilience and model how to decolonize the processes of the (re-)development of urban space.
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